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Abstract 
Snakes are one of the world’s most versatile organisms, at ease slithering through rubble or climbing 
vertical tree trunks. Their adaptations for conquering complex terrain thus serve naturally as inspirations 
for search and rescue and exploratory robotics. Snakes can utilize several modes of locomotion, such as 
slithering on flat surfaces, sidewinding on sand, or accordion-like concertina and worm-like rectilinear 
motion. Unique frictional properties of snakes are the key to their effective locomotion using these gaits. 
Passive structures contributing to frictional properties of snakes have been widely studied. However, 
there is lack of understanding on many active mechanisms snakes use to control their friction and drag 
forces during their different modes of locomotion. In this talk, I will first present a series of experiments 
and supporting mathematical models to discuss the physics of forces when snakes actively interact with 
complex hard or granular environments. Next, bio-inspired limbless robots with active control of friction 
and drag developed at Georgia Tech and Carnegie Mellon University will be introduced. Special attention 
will be given to sidewinding of snakes and snake-robots on sandy hills. Finally, several active and passive 
designs for control of fibrillar adhesion and friction as well as a new technique for programming frictional 
surfaces will be discussed. The findings of these studies will result in developing adaptive attachment 
structures and control algorithms towards effective all-terrain search and rescue and exploratory robots.   
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